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The Notices by USCIS
(Receipt, Approval Notice, RFE, etc.)

As UCSIS still keeps most of their work process paper-based instead of digital, when they need 

to notify the foreign nationals of certain matters, they will send out the paper notices to their 

home address on the record. 

In this chapter, we will briefly introduce a couple of common notices that foreign workers and 

students can often see or receive. It is not necessary for you to know or memorize exactly the 

difference between different kinds of notices as the notice itself will tell you what it is about; but 

we will present a couple of common types of notices here just for your reference. 

The general rule for the notices from USCIS is “IMPORTANT”, “carefully KEEP them”, 

“contains PERSONAL information”. The notice contains all the information you need when 

you need to communicate with USCIS about your case. The receipt number, also called 

case number, is used for you to track your case status. It might also contain your employer’s 

information, and other personal information such as alien number. Proper taking care of the 

notices from USCIS is extremely important. We highly suggest all foreign nationals make 

scanned copies of all the notices they ever receive from USCIS just in case of missing. It will be 

much more difficult than you could expect when you have to request a replacement from USCIS 

if you miss your original ones. All the notices you ever receive are supposed to be kept in safety 

until you become U.S. citizen. If you don’t have intention to apply for naturalization, we suggest 

you keep them with you long enough until you are 100% sure that you won’t need them anymore. 
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I797, Notice of Action Issued to communicate receipt or approval of an application or petition.

After USCIS receives and accepts your application, they will send out a receipt to either you or 

your sponsor. The receipt number can be used to track your case status.

I-797
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Notice of Action: Issued to an applicant as a replacement Form I-94

A: Petitioner - the company or university petitioning for the 
applicant. 
B: Beneficiary - the applicant/student/employee’s name 
C: Notice Type - contains the Class Type and validity dates for 
the new I-94. 

D: The visa status type 
E: Valid period of visa status 
F: New Form I-94 and information.

I-797A
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Issued for approval of an alien worker petition, such as H1B a. Name of employer b. Name 

of employee c. Type of notice (receipt or approval) d. Status approved e. Dates of approved 

employment f. Consulate where employee must appear to receive H-1B visa stamp

I-797B

A: Name of employer.
B: Name of employee 
C: Type of notice (receipt or approval) 
D: Status approved 

E: Dates of approved employment 
F: Consulate where employee must appear to receive H-1B 
visa stamp
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Issued to communicate receipt or rejection of an applications or petitions; transfer of files; 

fingerprint biometric, interview and re-scheduled appointments; and re-opening of cases.

There are a lot more types of notices from USCIS depending on the functions. As we mentioned, 

you don’t need to memorize all the names and functions of different notices, USCIS will certainly 

send you the correct type of notice and as you read through the information, you will figure it 

out. However, if you ever spot a minor error in any of the information listed on the notice, such 

as name spell, birthday, company’s name, address, please contact either your attorney or directly 

contact USCIS to correct them. In one word, be aware and be discreet.

I-797C

August Network is a professional educational and legal consulting boutique firm. Since 2015, 
we have successfully helped over 1,200 clients with their academic and career placement, and 
immigration needs. We owe this success to our passion for equipping people with the skills and 
knowledge they need to advance forward. If you are interested in Green Card or Visa evaluation, 
please send us your CV for an inquiry to contact@augustnetwork.com


